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Gil the goldfish lives in a fishbowl with 138 pebbles—he counts them every day—and a plastic

castle. It's too crowded! When leaves his fishbowl in search of open spaces, he finds a loud,

dangerous, dry land that is full of many interesting creatures but is not quite suitable for a fish.

Thank goodness for Turtle, the new friend Gil meets in the not-so-great outdoors! Will Gil and

Turtle make it back to the fishbowl, and will Gil make peace with his home sweet home?

"I loved the illustrations in this story �bright, bold, and showed the hilarious expression of Gil on

his adventures. I think children will enjoy seeing his new home choices and deciding for

themselves if those choices would be right for Gil." - Youth Services Book Review"[Kids] may

still get a kick out of Gil's rotund body walking around unfishlike in a pair of shoes." - The

Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books"The story is a satisfying balance of familiar and

fresh, with an endearing protagonist and an especially timely message about isolation and

connection... Utterly delightful." - Kirkus Reviews, STARRED review --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.
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jamesonandsoda, “a wonderful book. The illustrations are just lovely and the story is incredibly

sweet.  Highly recommend!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book!. Amazing book with incredible illustrations and a sweet story.

Loved it!”

MSEreads, “This is a very cute and easy read. My rating 4.25.. Gil the Goldfish decides one

day that his fishbowl, with the same pebbles to count each day, is too crowded for him. He sets

out to find a better place to live. But each place he finds has a different problem. Eventually, he

comes upon a turtle who points out that Gil needs to get back to his bowl. Once rescued Gil

experiences a change of heart and finds room for a friend.This is a very cute and easy read. I

enjoyed the adventures and experiences that were shared for Gil even though it may have

been unrealistic to see a fish travel outside his bowl. The story shares a good message - that

the grass isn’t always greener - and also notes that life can be better sharing with a friend. The

images are clean, colorful, and precise without being busy or overwhelming. I would be glad to

share this with my grandchildren.Source: NetGalley 2020.”

Rosie Russell, Author and Illustrator, “A sweet story!. "Too Crowded: A Funny Fish-Tale About

Friendship and the Importance of Sharing," by Lena Podesta is an adorable and funny

book.Readers will be turning the pages to see what's coming next. Don't forget to check out the

cute illustrations as this meaningful tale unfolds.(I received a copy of this hardcover book at our

local library.)”

Sheila Kaye, “Adorable picture book!. I couldn't help but glance at my own goldfish as I read

this book. I wonder if he feels the same way? This would be a great gift for a child getting his

first fish. It definitely humanizes the main character and the greater message of the grass might

not be greener on the other side can't be missed.”



Zachary J Rau, “You gonna love this book. Such a sweet book. Cute, great message, and

beautiful. This is a reall treat for all.”

The book by Lena Podesta has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 14 people have provided feedback.
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